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Abstract
Studies of dunefields in central and western North America show that mineralogical maturity can provide new insights into
the origin and evolution of aeolian sand bodies. Many of the world’s great sand seas in Africa, Asia and Australia are quartz-
dominated and thus can be considered to be mineralogically mature. The Algodones (California) and Parker (Arizona) dunes in
the southwestern United States are also mature, but have inherited a high degree of mineralogical maturity from quartz-rich
sedimentary rocks drained by the Colorado River. In Libya, sediments of the Zallaf sand sea, which are almost pure quartz, may
have originated in a similar fashion. The Fort Morgan (Colorado) and Casper (Wyoming) dunefields in the central Great Plains
of North America, and the Namib sand sea of southern Africa have an intermediate degree of mineralogical maturity because
their sources are large rivers that drained both unweathered plutonic and metamorphic rocks and mature sedimentary rocks.
Mojave Desert dunefields in the southwestern United States are quite immature because they are in basins adjacent to plutonic
rocks that were their sources. Other dunefields in the Great Plains of North America (those in Nebraska and Texas) are more
mature than any possible source sediments and therefore reflect mineralogical evolution over time. Such changes in
composition can occur because of either of two opposing long-term states of the dunefield. In one state, dunes are stable for
long periods of time and chemical weathering depletes feldspars and other weatherable minerals in the sediment body. In the
other state, which is most likely for the Great Plains, abrasion and ballistic impacts deplete the carbonate minerals and feldspars
because the dunes are active for longer periods than they are stable.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In contrast to many Quaternary sediments, such as
alluvium, colluvium, till and beach deposits, aeolian
sediments often have a relatively homogenous and
simple mineralogy. In the broadest sense, aeolian
sands can be classified mineralogically into four
groups: (1) carbonate-rich sands, sometimes cemented
into aeolianite, derived from modern or ancient car-
bonate rocks or sediments; (2) gypsum-rich sands; (3)
volcaniclastic sands, found adjacent to large outcrops
of basalt, that have a mafic mineral composition; and
(4) quartzo-feldspathic (or siliciclastic) sands, derived
from plutonic and metamorphic rocks. Carbonate-rich
dunes occur on many subtropical and tropical coast-
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lines (Gardner, 1983; Brooke, 2001; Abegg et al.,
2001), but are of limited geographic extent. Gypsum
dunes are found in North America, Saudi Arabia,
Australia and elsewhere (McKee, 1966; Fryberger et
al., 1983; Chen et al., 1991), but are of even more
limited extent than carbonate-rich dunes. Mafic-min-
eral-rich dunes also have a limited geographic distri-
bution on Earth, although they are probably dominant
on Mars (Edgett and Lancaster, 1993). Quartzo-feld-
spathic aeolian sands are the most extensive dune-
forming sediments worldwide and this paper focuses
on these widespread deposits.
Despite the fact that they are derived ultimately
from upper crustal rocks of average (granodiorite)
composition, many dunefields are characterized as
being dominated by quartz (Cooke and Warren,
1973; McKee, 1983; Pye and Tsoar, 1990; Lancaster,
1995; Livingstone and Warren, 1996). Linear dunes in
both the Kalahari and Namib Deserts of southern
Africa are f 90% quartz (Lewis, 1936; Barnard,
1973; see also Lancaster, 1989 for other mineralogical
data). In the Jafurah sand sea of Saudi Arabia, dunes
are 90–99% quartz (Anton, 1983). Quartz contents of
linear dunes in the northern parts of the Great Sandy
Desert (Canning Basin) area of northwestern Australia
are generally 95% and as high as 99% (Goudie et al.,
1993). In North America, some dunes of the Moen-
kopi Plateau in northeastern Arizona are up to 100%
quartz (Billingsley, 1987) and sand in the Monahans
dunefield of southwestern Texas is 98–99% quartz
(Machenberg, 1984).
Mineralogical maturity, as the term is used in this
paper, can be defined as a compositional state of a
clastic sedimentary body wherein there is a domi-
nance of quartz and an absence or minority of less-
resistant particles such as feldspars, detrital carbonates
or lithic fragments (Blatt et al., 1972; Pettijohn et al.,
1972). Sandstones that meet this definition are classi-
fied as quartz arenites or orthoquartzites if they are at
least 95% quartz (Pettijohn et al., 1972). Thus, aeolian
sediments in many of the world’s great sand seas may
be classified as quartz arenites, a state of maturity that
Pettijohn et al. (1972, p. 216) describe as ‘‘. . .the most
texturally and compositionally mature of all sands.
Some approach the theoretical end point in sand
evolution’’.
Mineralogical maturity, as a key to sediment prov-
enance, transport history, and weathering history has
been used extensively by sedimentary petrologists and
sedimentologists (Schwab, 1975; Potter, 1978, 1994;
Fig. 1. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (areas in dark grey) in the central and western United States. Aeolian sand distribution from
Thorp and Smith (1952), Muhs and Holliday (1995) and Muhs and Za´rate (2001).
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Potter et al., 2001; Suttner et al., 1981; Franzinelli and
Potter, 1983; Suttner and Dutta, 1986; Johnsson et al.,
1988; Nesbitt and Young, 1996; Nesbitt et al., 1996,
1997). However, aeolian geomorphologists have not
generally exploited the composition and degree of
mineralogical maturity of dune sands in studies of
sediment transport and aeolian landscape evolution.
Studies conducted in the Great Plains region of North
America indicate that there are significant differences
in the degree of mineralogical maturity from dunefield
to dunefield, suggesting different source sediments,
transport history, or weathering history (Muhs and
Holliday, 2001; Muhs et al., 1997a; Arbogast and
Muhs, 2000). In this paper, the potential for using
mineralogical maturity as a key to dunefield origins
and history is explored, using examples from the
Great Plains and southwestern deserts of the United
States (Figs. 1–3), the Kallaf sand sea (Sahra Awbari)
of Libya, the Namib sand sea of southwestern Africa,
and the Great Sandy Desert of Australia.
2. Methods
In this study, mineralogy was determined semi-
quantitatively by X-ray diffractometry and quantita-
tively by the use of geochemical proxies for bulk
aeolian sand samples. Relative abundances of quartz
Fig. 2. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in the southwestern United States (from compilation by Muhs and Za´rate,
2001), location of the lower Colorado River (dashed line in bold), and sand roses (modern resultant drift directions and magnitudes), using the
method of Fryberger and Dean (1979). Sand roses generated by the author.
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(20.8j 2h), K-feldspar (27.4j 2h), and plagioclase
(27.8j 2h) were determined by measuring X-ray
diffractogram peak heights on either bulk aeolian
sands or pretreated (as described below) source sedi-
ments. Major element concentrations were determined
using wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence. This
method has typical detection limits of 0.01% for major
elements. Precision by this method is excellent, with
duplicate analyses having average agreement within
0.1% (SiO2), 0.02% (Al2O3), 0.01% (K2O) and better
than 0.01% (Na2O). In the discussions of individual
dunefields that follow, the degree of mineralogical
maturity is portrayed as a plot of SiO2 (quartz) vs.
K2O (K-feldspar) + Na2O (plagioclase) + Al2O3 (all
feldspars), following the approach used by Suttner
and Dutta (1986). Typically, these two variables are
inversely correlated in an expected linear fashion:
higher-quartz sediments have higher SiO2 and lower
feldspar (K2O +Na2O+Al2O3) contents.
Samples of possible source sediments for the vari-
ous dunefields include modern alluvium, older (early
Pleistocene and Pliocene) aeolian sheet sands, and
poorly consolidated bedrock. These samples were pre-
treated as follows: (1) gentle mechanical disaggrega-
tion, (2) dry-sieving to remove gravels, (3) removal of
carbonate cement, where present, with an Na-acetate
buffer (pH = 5), (4) dispersion with Na-pyrophosphate
and ultrasonication, (4) removal of < 53-Am silts and
clays by wet-sieving, (5) removal of >500-Am (Cal-
ifornia and Arizona source sediments), >425-Am (Col-
orado, New Mexico and Texas source sediments) or
>250-Am (Nebraska source sediments) particles by
dry-sieving, and (6) grinding of the remaining sands.
The sand-size breaks used for the source sediments
(500, 425 or 250 Am) were chosen on the basis of the
modal particle sizes of the various dunefields.
One exception to bulk aeolian sediment analysis was
a suite of samples from E.D.McKee’s collections made
in the Great SandyDesert of northwestern Australia. As
pointed out by Goudie et al. (1993), dune sands of the
Great Sandy Desert (Canning Basin region) have a
distinct, red, clay–silt–Fe-oxyhydroxide coating on
Fig. 3. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in the central United States and modern sand roses. Aeolian sand
distribution east of longitude 96j compiled by Thorp and Smith (1952); all other areas compiled by Muhs and Holliday (1995). Sand roses
generated by the author.
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most grains. This coating was removed, as much as
possible, after treatment with H2O2 (to destroy organic
matter) and repeated ultrasonic baths in an Na-pyro-
phosphate dispersant, followed by wet-sieving (53
Am). After multiple iterations of this procedure, most
grain coatings were removed, such that the original
sand-grain mineralogy could be determined.
3. Hypothetical causes of mineralogical maturity in
dunefields
3.1. Inheritance from a quartz-rich source sediment
Previous studies suggest that there are at least five
possible mechanisms whereby quartz enrichment can
take place in dunefields. The first of these is the least
complicated, and has been used to explain the origin
of quartz arenites (Pettijohn et al., 1972, p. 224). This
process is simply inheritance from an already-mature
source sediment, with no intermediate-stage chemical
weathering or mechanical loss of feldspar or rock
fragments. An example of this would be derivation of
dune sands, either directly or indirectly, from a quartz-
rich sandstone bedrock source. The problem with this
explanation is that there are many mineralogically
mature dunefields in regions where a quartz-dominat-
ed source sediment is absent (see examples below).
Furthermore, this explanation begs the question of
how the source sediment itself became mature.
3.2. Chemical weathering of feldspars in the source
sediment region
A second explanation for mineralogical maturity is
that chemical weathering reduces feldspar and lithic
particle abundances in soils (Basu, 1976; Suttner et
al., 1981; Johnsson et al., 1988; Nesbitt et al., 1996,
1997). Later erosion of these feldspar-depleted soils
into the drainage system results in a quartz-dominated
alluvium that serves as the source of aeolian sediment.
This is also essentially a process of inheritance of
quartz-rich sediment, but does not require a quartz-
dominated bedrock in the source region. Many sedi-
mentary petrologists have appealed to this explanation
for the origin of quartz arenites. It is usually assumed
that sandstones originate by this mechanism after
multiple cycles of weathering, erosion and transpor-
tation, but first-cycle quartz arenites have also been
reported (Johnsson et al., 1988). The main problem
with this mechanism for the origin of Quaternary
sands is that many dunefields occur in desert regions,
where potential source sediments experience little or
no chemical weathering. Another problem is that,
because many dunefields may be no older than middle
or late Quaternary, it is questionable how many cycles
of chemical weathering source sediments may have
experienced, even in humid regions.
3.3. Fluvial size reduction of feldspars
A third explanation for mineralogically mature
dunefields is size reduction of feldspars via abrasion
and impacts during fluvial transport, prior to aeolian
transport. In this process, sandy point bars in down-
stream reaches of rivers are quartz-rich, because silt-
sized feldspars or lithic fragments remain in suspension
and are carried downstream from the bars. The mech-
anism requires neither a mineralogically mature bed-
rock source nor intense chemical weathering in the
source region. Pittman (1969) demonstrated loss of
twinned feldspar derived from granitic sources along
the Merced River in California in less than 80 km of
transport. Cameron and Blatt (1971) reported loss of
schist particles downstream from the Black Hills in
South Dakota. However, a greater number of studies
have shown that in most rivers, there is little change in
the amount of quartz relative to feldspar or lithic frag-
ments as a function of distance downstream (Hayes,
1962; Breyer and Bart, 1978; Nesbitt and Young, 1996;
Potter et al., 2001). In some regions, increases in quartz
abundance downstream are found, but are explained by
contributions from tributaries that drain quartz-rich
terrains (Franzinelli and Potter, 1983).
3.4. Loss of feldspars from chemical weathering
within a dunefield during long periods of dune
stability
During a long period of dune stability, under
favorable climatic conditions (e.g., high rainfall and
abundant organic-acid-generating vegetation), feld-
spars in aeolian sands could be depleted by chemical
weathering, leaving a quartz-enriched soil profile in
the upper part of the aeolian sediment column. Reac-
tivation of aeolian sand under different climatic con-
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ditions (e.g., greater aridity) could release these
quartz-enriched sediments to transport by wind. Re-
peated cycles of this kind could, in principle, result in
a quartz-enriched dunefield. The mechanism requires
that regions affected by this process have experienced
long periods of dune stability with significant chem-
ical weathering, separated by relatively short periods
of dune activity.
3.5. Loss of feldspars by abrasion or ballistic impacts
within a dunefield during long periods of dune activity
In direct contrast to the mechanism just described,
quartz enrichment could also result from extended
periods of activity within a dunefield. One hypothe-
sized process for quartz enrichment is aeolian abrasion
of less-resistant minerals such as feldspars. It has been
documented or asserted that wind abrasion can reduce
sand-sized non-quartz particles to silt sizes, with the
result that silts are deflated away, leaving a quartz-sand-
rich residue (Marsland and Woodruff, 1937; Kuenen,
1960; Greeley and Iversen, 1985). Many investigators
have reported or assumed that sand grains in dunefields
are well-rounded, and grain roundness is usually inter-
preted to mean that wind abrasion has been an impor-
tant process. In contrast, Goudie andWatson (1981), in
a survey of aeolian sand grains from around the world,
reported that most quartz and feldspar grains in desert
dunefields are only subrounded to subangular. Thus, it
seems likely that wind abrasion of sand-sized feldspars
to silt sizes may not be as important a process as
previously thought. Nevertheless, abrasion of soft
minerals, such as gypsum, calcite and dolomite, is
likely an important process in dunefields, based on
both experimental studies (Marsland and Woodruff,
1937; Kuenen, 1960) and field studies (Muhs et al.,
1997b; Arbogast and Muhs, 2000).
When source sediments have the requisite compo-
sition, aeolian transport can result in fragmentation of
sand-sized aggregates of smaller particles. For exam-
ple, Coude´-Gaussen et al. (1983), working in Mali,
showed that aeolian sands become enriched in quartz
downwind. The quartz enrichment is due to the
breakup, during aeolian transport, of sand-sized
aggregates of clay minerals that are derived from
lacustrine source sediments. These workers showed
quartz concentrations increasing from 35% or less to
f 67% in as short a downwind distance as 15 km.
Impacts during aeolian transport can break up
particles that are much harder than clay aggregates.
Dutta et al. (1993) have shown, on the basis of both
theoretical calculations and laboratory experiments,
that ballistic impacts under strong (>10 m s 1) winds
can result in the mechanical breakdown of sand-sized
K-feldspar to silt sizes. Silt-sized K-feldspars are then
removed from a dunefield by suspension in wind,
leaving a sand-sized, quartz-rich residue. Although
the amount of reduction of sand-sized feldspars to silt
sizes by aeolian abrasion may have been overesti-
mated in the past, the importance of size reduction of
feldspars by ballistic impacts may have been under-
estimated or even ignored.
These five mechanisms all have very different
implications for the origin of dunefields. The first three
processes are essentially all mechanisms of quartz
enrichment by inheritance, whether from quartz-rich
bedrock, fluvial processes, chemical weathering pro-
cesses or some combination of the three. Hence,
identification of quartz enrichment in a dunefield by
inheritance says little about dunefield history. The last
two mechanisms, however, are processes that take
place within a dunefield itself and therefore can yield
important clues about aeolian history and landscape
evolution. Furthermore, the two mechanisms have
opposing implications for the long-term history of a
dunefield: one implies long periods of aeolian sand
stability whereas the other implies long periods of
aeolian sand activity.
4. Dunefields in the central and western United
States with different degrees of mineralogical
maturity
4.1. Inheritance from quartz-rich or feldspar-rich
source sediments in a region of minimal chemical
weathering: the Sonoran and Mojave Deserts
In desert regions of the southwestern United States
and northwestern Mexico, there are many small dune-
fields (Fig. 2). In the SonoranDesert,Muhs et al. (1995)
andWinspear and Pye (1995) showed that the Colorado
River is most likely the source of sand for the Algo-
dones dunes in southeastern California. Studies by
Zimbelman andWilliams (2002), Pease and Tchakerian
(2003) and Muhs et al. (2003) have now demonstrated
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that the Parker dunes of western Arizona are also likely
derived from sediments of the Colorado River.
Based on the results of all investigators who have
studied them (see review in Muhs et al., 1995), the
Algodones and Parker dunes are relatively mature
mineralogically. In the Algodones dunes, SiO2 contents
are 83–88% and the Parker dunes are 87–90% SiO2
(Fig. 4). In both dunefields, (K2O +Na2O +Al2O3)
contents are only 7–8%. The chemistry and quartz
contents of these dunes are similar to many subarkoses.
Sand-sized sediments of the Colorado River are also
fairly mature, although somewhat more variable than
the dune sands, and range from 78% to 85% SiO2.
Thus, the mineralogical maturity of the Algodones and
Parker dunes is due, at least in part, to inheritance from
the already-mature sands of the lower Colorado River.
The lower Colorado River, in turn, probably owes its
mature sediment composition to inheritance from
quartz-rich rocks that crop out upstream of the Mojave
and Sonoran Deserts, in northern Arizona, southeastern
Utah and western Colorado. This upstream region has
extensive outcrops of the quartz-rich Coconino, Navajo
and Kayenta Sandstones (McKee, 1979). Note, how-
ever, that both the Algodones and Parker dunes are
somewhat more mature, on average, than Colorado
River sediments (Fig. 4). This additional quartz enrich-
ment may be due to processes within the dunefields
themselves, a theme discussed later.
In contrast, aeolian sand in the Mojave Desert of
California, such as that in the Rice Valley dunefield,
has a composition similar to arkose. SiO2 contents are
66–78% and (K2O+Na2O+Al2O3) contents are 16–
22% (Fig. 4). Dunes in this area are derived from local
alluvium, in turn derived from granitic intrusions
(Muhs et al., 2003). These sands have experienced
little or no chemical weathering in this arid region,
have undergone only short distances of transport, and
are far less mature than the Parker and Algodones
dunes (Fig. 4). Other Mojave Desert dunes likely have
a similar origin, but require further study.
4.2. Intermediate mineralogical maturity in young
dunefields derived from alluvium of mixed bedrock
sources: Great Plains of Colorado and Wyoming
In some dunefields, an intermediate degree of
mineralogical maturity may be inherited from fluvial
sediments that have received inputs from a variety of
rock types, which in turn have varying degrees of
mineralogical maturity. Two dunefields in the central
Fig. 4. Plots of SiO2 and K2O+Na2O+Al2O3 contents (weight percent) for bulk aeolian sands of the Algodones dunes and Rice Valley dunes,
California, the Parker dunes, Arizona, and Colorado River and Whitewater River sediments. Sediments of Whitewater River were previously
hypothesized to be a source for the Algodones dunes (see Muhs et al., 1995).
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Great Plains (Fig. 3) of eastern Colorado and Wyom-
ing are good examples of this degree of mineralogical
maturity. Although both dunefields have histories at
least as old as last-glacial time (Albanese, 1974; Muhs
et al., 1996), most dunes date to the late Holocene
(less than about 3000 years BP) and are very likely
derived directly from their immediate sources.
Dunefields occupy large areas of eastern Colorado
adjacent to the South Platte River (Fig. 5). The South
Platte River and its tributaries drain the Colorado
Front Range and flow eastward. Granodiorites and
gneisses that make up the Front Range have typical
upper-crust compositions, with SiO2 contents ranging
from 59% to 79% and (K2O+Na2O+Al2O3) contents
ranging from 17% to 27% (Fig. 6). However, quartz-
rich sands from more mineralogically mature sedi-
mentary rocks are found in the foothills near the
mountain front (e.g., the Fountain Formation of Penn-
sylvanian age; see van de Kamp and Leake, 1994) and
piedmont area (e.g., the Laramie Formation of Creta-
ceous age) and also contribute sediment to the South
Platte River system. Thus, modern South Platte River
sands have about equal amounts of quartz and K-
feldspar (f35% each), smaller amounts (f25%) of
plagioclase and about 1–2% each of biotite and
amphibole (van de Kamp and Leake, 1994). A large
sand body, the Fort Morgan dunefield, is situated
parallel to, and downwind of the South Platte River
in northeastern Colorado. Geomorphic, sedimentolog-
ic, mineralogic, and geochemical data show that the
Fort Morgan dunefield is derived directly from sedi-
ments of the South Platte River (Muhs et al., 1996).
Fort Morgan dune sands have SiO2 contents that are
77–85% and (K2O +Na2O+Al2O3) contents that are
Fig. 5. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in northeastern Colorado and adjacent parts of southwestern Nebraska, modern
sand roses, late Holocene paleowinds inferred from orientations of parabolic dunes and sample localities for the present study. Dune and wind
data taken from Muhs et al. (1996).
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Fig. 6. Plots of SiO2 and K2O+Na2O+Al2O3 contents (weight percent) for bulk aeolian sands of the Fort Morgan, Colorado and Casper,
Wyoming dunefields, South Platte and North Platte River sediments, the Cretaceous Laramie Formation, and bulk rock samples from the Front
Range (Colorado), Laramie Range (Wyoming) and Medicine Bow Mountains (Wyoming). Geochemical data for aeolian sands, Laramie
Formation sands and river sediments are from the present study; geochemical data for granitic and metamorphic rocks of the mountains are from
Sims and Gable (1967), Gable (1980), Geist et al. (1989), Aleinikoff et al. (1993), and Houston and Marlatt (1997).
Fig. 7. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in the Casper dunefield of Wyoming (from Kolm, 1974, as modified by
Love and Christiansen, 1985), modern sand roses, late Holocene paleowinds inferred from orientations of parabolic dunes and sample
localities for the present study. Modern sand roses generated by the author; paleowinds inferred from orientations of late Holocene
parabolic dunes.
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12–17%. South Platte River sediments have an al-
most identical range of values for these elements (Fig.
6). Thus, because of derivation from both plutonic
rocks and more-mature sedimentary rocks, sediments
of the South Platte River do not have quite the
mineralogical maturity of Colorado River sediments.
Consistent with this, the Fort Morgan dunes have a
somewhat lower degree of mineralogical maturity
than either the Parker dunes or Algodones dunes.
A situation similar to that of eastern Colorado is
seen in the composition of sands in the Casper dune-
field of eastern Wyoming (Fig. 7). Stratigraphic inves-
tigations by Albanese (1974) demonstrate that the
dunefield may be at least as old as f 10000 14C
years BP. The most recent episodes of aeolian sand
movement are probably much younger, however.
Observations of surface soils made during the present
study show that the degree of development is mini-
mal, with only A/AC/C profiles, similar to those soils
that date to the late Holocene in adjacent parts of
Colorado and Nebraska (Muhs et al., 1996, 1997a).
Albanese (1974) speculated that the Casper dunefield
was probably derived from the North Platte River, a
hypothesis that is supported by the present study.
Orientations of late Holocene dunes are consistent
with modern winds, which are mainly from the
southwest. The North Platte River is south and south-
west of the dunes and aeolian sand is absent on the
Fig. 8. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in the Southern High Plains of Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma, names of
dunefields studied, and modern sand roses. Aeolian sand distribution from compilation by Muhs and Holliday (1995); sand roses are from Muhs
and Holliday (2001). Also shown (thin solid line) is the distribution of the sandy or loamy facies of the Blackwater Draw Formation (from
Holliday, 1989).
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south side of the river (Fig. 7). Albanese (1974)
reported that aeolian sand in the Casper dunefield, at
least at one site, is dominated by quartz, but contains
up to 40% non-quartz components, including feld-
spars, schist fragments and chert. Major element
chemistry supports this composition, as Casper dune
sands sampled in the present study have 81–84%
SiO2, similar to aeolian sands of the Fort Morgan
dunefield of eastern Colorado (Fig. 6) and nearly
identical to sediments of the North Platte River.
4.3. Mature dunefields with quartz enrichment by
ballistic impacts: Southern High Plains of Texas and
New Mexico and the Nebraska Sand Hills
Not all Great Plains dunefields have intermediate
degrees of mineralogical maturity. Indeed, some dune-
fields of the Great Plains have an abundance of quartz
that is similar to, or even exceeds that of Sonoran
Desert aeolian sands derived from the Colorado River.
The Southern High Plains of Texas and New Mexico
are occupied by some of the largest dunefields of the
region (Fig. 8). A recent study by Muhs and Holliday
(2001) showed that the sands of these dunefields are
very high in quartz and very low in plagioclase and K-
feldspar. Dune orientations and modern wind direc-
tions (Fig. 8) indicate that the source of the dunes lies
to the southwest and could be either sediments of the
Pecos River or, at least in the case of the northernmost
dunefields, the Blackwater Draw Formation. The
Blackwater Draw Formation, described in detail by
Holliday (1989), consists of aeolian sheet sands over
most of its extent in the Southern High Plains, and
may have a 1.4-million-year history.
The Muleshoe dunefield of the Southern High
Plains appears to have a maturity that is inherited.
On the basis of several lines of evidence, Muhs and
Holliday (2001) concluded that sands of the Mule-
shoe dunefield are probably derived mostly from the
Blackwater Draw Formation. Sands of the Muleshoe
dunefield are 94–97% SiO2 and most have (K2O +
Na2O+Al2O3) contents of 2–4%, which makes them
highly mature mineralogically (Fig. 9). Sands of the
Blackwater Draw Formation are 94–96% SiO2, virtu-
ally an identical range as the dunes, indicating that,
like the Algodones and Parker dunes, the mineralog-
ical maturity of the Muleshoe dune sand is probably
largely inherited.
Further south, the Monahans dunefield has an
origin that is not as easily explained as that of the
Muleshoe dunefield. Much of the Monahans field
occurs upwind of the known extent of the sandy
facies of the Blackwater Draw Formation (Fig. 8),
although Muhs and Holliday (2001) pointed out that
Fig. 9. Plots of SiO2 and K2O+Na2O+Al2O3 contents (weight percent) for bulk aeolian sands of the Muleshoe and Monahans dunefields,
Pecos River sediments and sediments of the Blackwater Draw (Pleistocene) and Chinle (Triassic) Formations.
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an older aeolian sand unit, called the Judkins Forma-
tion, occurs beneath the Monahans dunes. The Jud-
kins Formation has not been studied in great detail,
but where exposed, it appears to have many character-
istics of the Blackwater Draw Formation. Muhs and
Holliday (2001) suggested that the Judkins Formation,
plus sediments from the Pecos River, are the likely
sources for the Monahans sands. The Monahans dune
sands are, however, on average more mature minera-
logically than any possible source sediment (Fig. 9).
The SiO2 contents of the Monahans dunes are 94–
98% and most have (K2O +Na2O+Al2O3) contents of
2% or less, indicating a mineralogy dominated by
quartz. The Triassic Chinle Formation (which occu-
pies much of the Pecos River basin), Pecos River
sands, and sands of the Blackwater Draw Formation
are all relatively high in quartz, as indicated by SiO2
and (K2O+Na2O+Al2O3) contents, yet none is as
quartz-enriched as the Monahans dunes (Fig. 9).
Quartz enrichment in the Monohans dunes is, there-
fore, due to some process that has taken place within
the dunefield itself.
The Nebraska Sand Hills region of the central
Great Plains is the largest dunefield in North America
(Figs. 3 and 10). Lugn (1968) stated, without much
supporting evidence, that sand from Ogallala Group
(Tertiary) rocks was the source of sediment for the
Nebraska Sand Hills, as well as for other dunefields
Fig. 10. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in the Nebraska Sand Hills and adjacent areas (compiled from Swinehart,
1990 and Muhs et al., 1996, 2000), modern sand roses, inferred late Holocene paleowinds, and sample localities. Modern sand roses generated
by the author; inferred late Holocene paleowinds from aerial photograph interpretation.
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on the Great Plains. However, Pb-isotopic composi-
tions of K-feldspars and U–Pb ages of zircons indi-
cate that the Ogallala Group cannot be the sole source
of the Nebraska Sand Hills (Aleinikoff et al., 1994).
Other possible source sediments include: (1) Arikaree
Group rocks (Tertiary), which crop out to the north
and northwest of the Sand Hills; (2) aeolian sheet
sands (Pliocene) that underlie the Sand Hills; (3)
sands from the North Platte River; and (4) sands from
the upper Niobrara River (Fig. 10).
Geochemical data indicate that Nebraska Sand Hills
dunes, like sands of the Monahans dunefield, are
enriched in quartz compared to their possible source
sediments (Fig. 11). There is overlap in the composi-
tions of the dune sands and the compositions of
Ogallala Group sands, Arikaree Group sands and
Pliocene sheet sands, but on average, the aeolian sands
are more mature. The degree of feldspar depletion also
increases from northwest to southeast (Fig. 12). Plots
of Al2O3 (all feldspars), CaO (calcic plagioclase, as
calcite is absent in these dunes), and Na2O (sodic
plagioclase) concentrations indicate that distance
downwind from the Niobrara River shows a significant
degree of explanation (60–86%) for feldspar content.
Overall, the northwest-to-southeast depletion of feld-
spar is consistent with both northwesterly modern
winds and northwesterly late Holocene paleowinds
(Fig. 10).
The relative maturity of the Texas and Nebraska
dunefields could be the result of long periods of
stability such that chemical weathering has depleted
feldspars and enriched the sands in quartz. However,
this mechanism would require not only long periods of
dune stability, but also relatively humid paleoclimates,
such that chemical weathering would proceed at a rate
rapid enough to deplete feldspars over a Quaternary
time scale. Long-term paleoclimate records from near-
by loess-paleosol sequences in Colorado and Nebraska
and the morphology of paleosols in the Blackwater
Draw Formation (which spans the past 1.4Ma) indicate
that the Great Plains region has probably been semiarid
to subhumid for a long time (Holliday, 1989, 1995;
Muhs et al., 1999).
A more likely explanation is that quartz enrichment
takes place by aeolian processes within the dunefields
themselves. Dutta et al. (1993) showed, on the basis of
both theoretical calculations and wind tunnel experi-
ments, that sand-sized K-feldspar grains are reduced
in size on impact when wind velocities exceed 10 m
s 1. In Nebraska, eastern Colorado and Texas, winds
are persistent and strong. For example, in areas around
the Nebraska Sand Hills, winds that exceed velocities
of 10 m s 1 occur approximately 5–13% of the time
(Muhs et al., 1997a). Thus, over geologic time peri-
ods, significant loss of feldspars can occur within the
dunefield itself by ballistic impacts. In addition, at
Fig. 11. Plots of SiO2 and K2O+Na2O+Al2O3 contents (weight percent) for bulk aeolian sands of the Nebraska Sand Hills and possible source
sediments.
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Fig. 12. Plots of major elements (CaO, Na2O, and Al2O3) that are proxies for feldspar shown as a function of distance downwind from
the northwestern part of the Nebraska Sand Hills, near the Niobrara River (localities shown in Fig. 10). Shown for comparison are the
ranges in composition of Niobrara River sediments (250–53 Am fraction) upstream of the Nebraska Sand Hills. Note that distance
downwind from the Niobrara River is used as a geographic point of convenience and does not imply that the river is the sole source of
the dune sand.
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least in Nebraska, softer minerals such as calcite may
have been reduced to silt sizes by abrasion. Most of
the possible source sediments for the Nebraska Sand
Hills contain carbonates, but calcite was not found in
any of the dunes studied.
Reduction of sand-sized feldspars and carbonate
minerals to silt-sized particles within a dunefield
allows the smaller particles to be removed from the
dunefield by suspension, leaving behind a quartz-rich
residue. One implication of these observations is that
dunefields can, in theory, serve as partial sources of
loess that is found downwind, such as in Nebraska.
However, a broader implication of the ballistic impact
process is that dunefields in this region have been
active for longer periods than they have been stable
over their histories.
5. Mineralogical maturity in dunefields of Africa
and Australia
Aeolian sand is extensive over much of Africa and
Australia and some of the best-studied dunefields in the
world are found on these continents. New geochemical
data for three dunefields are presented here, along with
hypotheses to explain their degree of mineralogical
maturity. The sediments studied are from the Zallaf
sand sea in Libya (Fig. 13), the Namib sand sea in
southern Africa (Fig. 14), and the Great Sandy Desert
in Australia (Fig. 15). The samples analyzed in the
study are from collections made by E.D. McKee and
archived with the U.S. Geological Survey in Denver,
CO. It is not argued that the samples analyzed here are
necessarily the most representative for these dune-
fields. The interpretations made from these analyses
are presented merely as hypotheses for testing with
further field and laboratory work.
5.1. Zallaf sand sea of Libya
Some of the world’s largest dunefields are found in
the Sahara Desert. The Zallaf sand sea is found in the
Marzuq structural basin of southwestern Libya and is
the eastern arm of the Sahra Awbari sand sea. It is
north of the larger Sahra Marzuq sand sea (Fig. 14).
The Sahra Awbari and Zallaf sand seas are character-
ized by sand sheets, linear dunes and barchanoid
ridges (Breed et al., 1979).
Walker (1979) speculated that dune sand sources
for the Sahra Awbari lay to the northeast of the sand
sea, which is consistent with one set of dune orienta-
tions (Fig. 13). He pointed out that dunes become
redder in a southwesterly direction, a process he
attributed to greater age and greater distance from
the source. If this interpretation is correct, it indicates
that dunes of the Zallaf sand sea lie relatively close to
their source and are younger than the red dunes found
farther to the southwest. Such a scenario implies that
dunes of the Zallaf sand sea could be relatively
immature mineralogically.
The Zallaf sand sea samples used in this study
(McKee’s #DS-705, 708, 717, 718 and 720) are from
an active linear dune near Sebhah, described in detail
by McKee and Tibbitts (1964). Textural analysis of
these samples, reported by Ahlbrandt (1979), indi-
cates that mean grain sizes range from 1.4 to 2.2 phi,
or medium to fine sand. In the present study, X-ray
diffraction analysis indicates that two samples (DS-
705 and DS-718) contain only quartz; the other three
samples are dominantly quartz, but contain trace
quantities of feldspar, probably K-feldspar. Thus, the
sands are very mature mineralogically and are prob-
ably quartz arenites. Geochemical analyses support
this conclusion, as the samples are 97.9–98.5% SiO2
and (K2O+Na2O+Al2O3) contents are less than 1%
(Fig. 16).
The Awbari and Zallaf sand seas are situated to the
south of uplands composed of Paleozoic (Cambrian–
Ordovician) sedimentary rocks, chiefly sandstone, and
north of a desert plain underlain by what was formerly
referred to as the ‘‘Nubian Sandstone’’ of Mesozoic
age. The upper part of the Nubian Sandstone is now
called the Messak Sandstone (Conant and Goudarzi,
1967; Lorenz, 1980). Cambrian–Ordovician sand-
stones of the central Sahara are, in their upper parts,
dominantly quartzose sandstones capped by fine-
grained quartzites. Although feldspars are found in
parts of the Nubian Sandstone, Hea (1971) empha-
sizes that much of the Precambrian, Paleozoic and
Mesozoic rock record of north Africa consists of
hundreds to thousands of meters of nearly pure quartz
sand. The Messak ( =Nubian) Sandstone underlying
the Kallaf sand sea is composed dominantly, if not
wholly, of quartz (Lorenz, 1980).
Although Walker’s (1979) hypothesis would sug-
gest that dunes in the Kallaf sand sea, because they
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lack red colors, are relatively young, the mineralog-
ical and geochemical data presented here indicate
they are mineralogically mature. Nevertheless, min-
eralogically mature but young dunes need not be a
contradiction if the source sediment is an already-
mature quartz-dominated sandstone. The hypothesis
of quartz inheritance from sandstone for the Zallaf
sand sea presented here needs testing, with specific
sampling targeted at bedrock sources in the vicinity
of the dunefield.
5.2. Namib sand sea, Namibia
The Namib sand sea (Fig. 14) occupies much of
the Atlantic coast of Namibia and has a total area of
f 34000 km2 (Barnard, 1973). It has been studied
Fig. 13. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand, in both dunes and sheets, in the Zallaf sand sea and the northern part of the Marzuq sand
sea of Libya. Aeolian sand distribution and dune trends from McKee and Tibbitts (1964) and Breed et al. (1979).
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by many workers, including Goudie (1970), Barnard
(1973), Breed et al. (1979), McKee (1982), Living-
stone (1987) and Lancaster (1989). A wide variety of
aeolian landforms can be found in the Namib sand
sea, including barchanoid ridges, linear dunes, linear
dunes with superimposed star dunes, and sand sheets
(Breed et al., 1979; McKee, 1982; Livingstone, 1987;
Lancaster, 1989). Dune orientations indicate that
major dune-forming winds came mainly from the
south, which is consistent with modern resultant drift
directions (Fig. 14). Lancaster (1989) has shown that
the dune sediments vary spatially. Dunes become
redder, and particles become more rounded and better
sorted in a west-to-east direction, suggesting that the
youngest sediments are near the coast and older
sediments are found inland.
Most samples analyzed for this study are from
linear dunes south of the Kuiseb River, in the northern
part of the Namib sand sea, near Rooi Bank and
Gobabeb (Fig. 14). Modal particle sizes are coarse to
medium sands (McKee, 1982). Microscopic examina-
tion of selected samples indicates that although quartz
is the dominant mineral, both feldspars and rock
fragments are present in significant amounts. X-ray
diffraction analyses confirm the presence of quartz as
the most important mineral, but all samples have
abundant plagioclase and K-feldspar. In addition, a
few samples appear to have trace amounts of calcite
and dolomite. Geochemical analyses support the min-
eralogical data, as SiO2 contents are 81–87% and
(K2O+Na2O+Al2O3) contents are 7–10% (Fig. 16).
One sample from Rooi Bank, not shown in Fig. 16,
had an unusually low SiO2 content of f 71%.
Overall, the data presented here indicate that Namib
dune sediments, at least in the northern part of the
sand sea, have an intermediate level of mineralogical
Fig. 14. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand, in both dunes and sheets, in the Namib sand sea, Namibia, modern winds, inferred
paleowinds and sample localities. Aeolian sand distribution and all wind data compiled from Breed et al. (1979) and Lancaster (1989).
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maturity, a conclusion also reached by Lancaster
(1989).
Most workers now believe that much of the Namib
sand sea is derived from coastal sediments in the
southern part of the region, in turn derived from the
Orange River (see review in Lancaster, 1989). This
river heads in Lesotho, flows across South Africa, and
terminates in the Atlantic Ocean to the south of the
sand sea. The Orange River and its tributaries, such as
the Vaal River, drain a wide variety of rock types,
including basalt, sedimentary rocks, gneisses and
granites (De Villiers et al., 2000). Despite relatively
high rainfall in the upper part of the drainage basin,
low dissolved loads in the Orange River imply rela-
tively low chemical weathering rates (De Villiers et
al., 2000). Thus, it can be hypothesized that fluvial
sediments deposited on the coast are relatively imma-
ture mineralogically. The intermediate degree of min-
eralogical maturity of Namib dune sands is consistent
with a coastal source of sands, which were delivered
by the Orange River.
5.3. Great Sandy Desert, western Australia
Much of the arid interior of Australia is covered
with large fields of predominantly linear dunes
Fig. 15. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (grey areas) in Australia, modern sand roses, inferred paleowind directions and sample
localities. Aeolian sand distribution and inferred paleowinds from Bowler et al. (2001); modern winds are generalized from sand roses generated
by Fryberger and Dean (1979).
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(Fig. 15). In general, dune trends show good agree-
ment with modern dune-forming winds. However,
most dunes in Australia are not active at present.
The most recent episodes of dune-building were
during the last glacial period (Wasson, 1986; Goudie
et al., 1993; Nanson et al., 1995). In addition, recent
studies by Bowler et al. (2001) also suggest that there
were several pre-last-glacial periods of dune-building
in the Great Sandy Desert, including some that are
beyond the f 100000 years BP limit of lumines-
cence dating.
The Great Sandy Desert, one of the largest dune-
fields, lies in the Canning Basin, an intracratonic basin
that contains as much as 18000 m of predominantly
Paleozoic clastic sediments (Towner and Gibson,
1983). All samples examined in the present study
are from linear dunes found in this basin. Average
particle sizes range from fine to medium sand (Ahl-
brandt, 1979). The sands have dry Munsell colors of
2.5YR 4/8 or 2.5YR 5/8. Microscopic examination of
the sediments shows that the grains are mostly clear
quartz with the red color due to an f 10% coating of
clay, silt and/or Fe-oxides, similar to that observed by
Goudie et al. (1993).
Mineralogical analysis by both microscopic exam-
ination of the grains and X-ray diffraction confirms
the findings of Goudie et al. (1993) that aeolian sand
of the Great Sandy Desert is dominated by quartz.
Only one sample examined had even the slightest
trace of feldspar; all others showed only quartz.
Geochemical analyses support these findings, as all
samples had SiO2 contents of 95 – 98% and
(K2O +Na2O +Al2O3) contents of 0.5–2.0% (Fig.
16). It is likely, given that quartz was essentially the
only sand-sized grain observed, that the small amount
of Al2O3 (0.5–1.7%) does not represent feldspars but
clay minerals in grain coatings that were not com-
pletely removed during pretreatments.
The origin of desert dunes in Australia has been
debated intensely. Wasson (1983) suggested that allu-
vium, lacustrine sediments and bedrock could all be
important sources of aeolian sand in the Simpson and
Strzelecki Deserts. McTainsh (1989, his Fig. 1) point-
ed out the close association of dunes in the Simpson,
Strzelecki and Tirari Deserts with major river systems,
implying a fluvial source for the aeolian sediments in
these areas. Nanson et al. (1995) also suggested a
fluvial source for dunes in the western Simpson
Desert. Such an association is not as apparent in other
dunefields, however, such as the Great Sandy Desert,
which does not have a major river system situated on
its upwind (southeastern) side. Isotopic studies of
detrital zircons led Pell et al. (1999, 2000) to conclude
that aeolian sands in the Great Victoria, Simpson,
Strzelecki and Tirari Deserts are derived from local
bedrock in the same sedimentary basins in which they
Fig. 16. Plots of SiO2 and K2O+Na2O+Al2O3 contents (weight percent) for bulk aeolian sands of the Zallaf sand sea, Libya, Great Sandy
Desert, Australia, and Namib sand sea, Namibia. Plot on left has been rescaled to show differences between Libyan and Australian sands. Not
shown is one sample from the Namib sand sea with f 71% SiO2.
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reside, with very little subsequent aeolian transport.
Pell and Chivas (1995) came to a similar conclusion
after examining secondary surface features (precipi-
tated silica plates and sheets) on aeolian sand grains
from almost all the dunefields of Australia. However,
Wopfner and Twidale (2001) challenged the conclu-
sions of Pell et al. (1999, 2000) and argued instead for
long-distance aeolian transport of sand.
The high degree of mineralogical maturity of the
sands in the Great Sandy Desert presents at least three
possible interpretations. If the sands have experienced a
long period of stability, this could explain the high
content of kaolinite-hematite clay coatings, which
might have resulted from in situ weathering of sand-
sized feldspar (as suggested by Goudie et al., 1993, p.
316). A second possibility is that the mineralogical
maturity is due to long-distant transport of sand (as
suggested by Wopfner and Twidale, 2001), with feld-
spar loss from ballistic impacts. However, this mech-
anism does not explain the presence of the red coatings,
which would most likely be abraded away during
transport. Muhs and Holliday (2001) noted, for exam-
ple, that sands in theMuleshoe dunes of Texas andNew
Mexico have an inherited redness from the Blackwater
Draw Formation, but lost much of this redness in a
downwind direction. A third possibility is that the
mineralogical maturity of the sands is due to inheri-
tance from quartz-rich sandstone sources (as implied
by Pell et al., 1999, 2000). Towner and Gibson (1983)
mapped two Cretaceous units, the Anketell and Frezier
Sandstones, beneath the Great Sandy Desert. These
workers did not provide any data on the mineralogy of
the units, but a worthwhile effort would be to determine
if these rocks are dominated by quartz. If such is the
case, then themineralogical maturity of the dunes could
be simply inherited, and the red coatings may indicate a
long period of stability, even if there has not been
significant chemical weathering.
6. Summary
The concepts and new data presented here suggest
that studies of dune sand composition can yield
valuable clues to a dunefield’s origin, if combined
with other field and laboratory investigations. Some
dunefields have compositions, whether mature or
immature, that are direct reflections of their source
sediments. Mineralogical maturity in certain dune-
fields can be inherited directly from quartz-rich source
sediments. Examples of such inheritance include the
Algodones and Parker dunes of the southwestern
United States, the Muleshoe dunes of Texas and
New Mexico, and possibly the Zallaf sand sea of
Libya and the Great Sandy Desert of Australia. In
other cases, dune sands with a lesser degree of
mineralogical maturity, derived from large rivers,
reflect mixed lithologies in the drainage basin. Exam-
ples include the Fort Morgan and Casper dunefields of
Colorado and Wyoming, and the Namib sand sea of
Africa, where unweathered plutonic and metamorphic
rocks, combined with mature sedimentary rocks, yield
a source alluvium with an intermediate degree of
maturity. Finally, small dunefields in closed desert
basins, such as the Rice Valley dunes in California,
are fed only by local plutonic rocks, and have the
most immature compositions of all.
Other dunefields have compositions that do not
reflect their source sediments. If a dunefield has
experienced long periods of stability, feldspar loss
can occur if the climate is conducive to chemical
weathering. Reactivation of the dunes can then intro-
duce a quartz-enriched sediment into transit. Repeated
cycles of this sort could ultimately result in a quartz-
dominated dunefield. Such a mechanism is unlikely
for dunefields, in arid and semiarid regions, that
experience little chemical weathering. On the other
hand, aeolian processes themselves can modify the
composition of a dunefield. One such process is
abrasion of soft minerals, such as gypsum, calcite
and dolomite. Another process is ballistic impacts,
which can reduce the size of feldspars. Thus, dune-
fields such as the Nebraska Sand Hills and the
Monahans dunes of Texas and New Mexico have
greater mineralogical maturity than any source sedi-
ment. Such a state of mineralogical maturity is
achieved on a Quaternary time scale not from extend-
ed periods of stability and weathering, but from
extended periods of aeolian activity.
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